
after the photobooth & the online game
  #LikeYou

    Esplanade Solidarnosc
OPENING : MONDAY 14.09 - 7pm

      an Inside Out Project by JR & eu40

GIANT OUTDOOR EXHIBITION
200 portraits of MEPs & citizens

with eu40 Board Members : Eva Panova, Antanas Guoga, Brando Benifei,
Daniel Dalton, Pablo Zalba, Philippe De Backer, Victor Negrescu
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From 14.09 to 18.09, the oversized (1sqm each) pictures of 200 MEPs and citizens will be dis-
played on the pavement in front of the European Parliament (Esplanade). Placed all together, 

with no distinction, the portraits deliver a message: 
politicians look like you and are indistinguishable.

with many MEPs and officials
RSVP press via RSVP@eu40.eu / +33682265164

#LikeYou & JR
EU40 arranged for a large participatory photo-shoot in public in June, in order to contribute to the «Inside Out Project» created by 
the world famous photographer and artist JR.
«MEPs #LikeYou» aims at creating a virtual meeting between Members of the European Parliament and citizens. Portraits will be
displayed in order to reduce the imagined gap between politicians and citizens.

About Eu40
EU40 is the network of young Members of the European Parliament. EU40's mission is to serve young Members under the age of 40EU40 is the network of young Members of the European Parliament. EU40's mission is to serve young Members under the age of 40
and strengthen their role inside the European Parliament by connecting them to each other and with young politicians across 
Europe, while offering them opportunities for publicity and political interaction. EU40 thereby serves as an interlocutor, creating sy-
nergies between all connected to the network.
More on eu40.eu and members : http://www.eu40.eu

About Inside out 
The INSIDE OUT project is a creation of the photographer and artist JR, recipient of the 2011 TED Prize. Inside Out is a large-scale 
participatory art project that transforms messages of personal identity into pieces of artistic work. Everyone is challenged to use 
black and white portraits to discover, reveal and share the untold stories and images of people around the world. 
Find more on http://www.insideoutproject.net/. 

eu40.eu/likeyou


